A modern factory
The advantages of
the product and business
Furniture solutions for environments

Fabricating Dreams
"The

planned furniture production

modernization processes has opened new possibilities
for the segment, creating a more comprehensive and
competitive market . With the spread of new
technologies, focused on the furniture industry, there is a
new configuration and positioning of national
production hitherto concentrated in the South of the
country. The growth in the Northeast of this consumer
market of planned furniture opens a window of
opportunity for both manufacturers and retailers, since
now the product and service that could only be
demanded from the South can now be found in our
region. At the same time, increases economy and wealth
for our region.
SS Móveis finds in this new market configuration
a path to its growth, becoming a viable alternative for
companies that are looking to market their products. SS
factory has a strategic location and has the same

Adeilton Pereira

competence in manufacturing planned furniture, as the

CEO of SS Móveis

ones competitors from the south of the country. The
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search for new technologies for the production process,

combined with the humane treatment of

as well as the constant investment in machines and

our employees, which is a hallmark of our

management software, ensure the control of the

management.

processes in order to meet the demands efficiently and
effectively.
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The quality of the product is a basic
attribute, not a differential one, for a

The company's pioneering spirit in the search

company's permanence in today's

for new technologies and new business alternatives

competitive market. We are aware that

demonstrates our concern with its longevity and the

becoming different is not enough, we need

need to stay ahead of the region's economic reality. The

to be important to the customer, providing

technological disposition, by itself, is no longer enough

the best conditions in products and

to guarantee the success of those who want to undertake

services. SS Móveis works with

in the field. Therefore, we recognize the importance of

responsibility and commitment, ensuring a

people in this process of transformation, investing in

sustainable business in order to provide

training our team, from recruitment, through selection

benefits in the relationship with its partners

and continuing through constant training. All this

and employees. ”
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Furniture solutions for projects
in different environments
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Production of parts with excellent materials, quality
and impeccable workmanship, providing personalized

Project by: Larissa Vinagre, for
Cor Paraíba 2018 exhibition.

solutions for projects in residential, commercial and
business environments, with all the required details.
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The Physical and Human
Structure of the Factory
Consisting of a large and modern

A specialized workforce trained

factory measuring 8,065 square meters,

in a specific company-sponsored training

its structure has a designed layout that

course performs the production quality

uses modern software and is equipped

standard.

with state-of-the-art machinery and
equipment with the ability to produce
large orders.

Procedures that result in perfect
products with high workmanship,
durability and a five-year warranty. The

A computerized production

quality of the products and the

system in all stages, with total control,

punctuality in meeting deadlines

from the raw material to the final product.

reinforces the credibility enjoyed by the
company in the market.

With all these postures in the
manufacturing and marketing process,
SS Móveis meets all customer
expectations.

The factory physical structure
was all designed so that the company can
strictly follow the criteria established by
the competent bodies, responsable for
environmental standards, as well as the
health and safety at work of its
employees.

The factory has a furniture
production characterized by the
predominance of industrialized wood
sheets. The quality of its production is
made by a specialized workforce,
coming from the community where the
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factory is located and trained in a course, sponsored

SS Móveis, in its

by the company, thus applying the context of social

manufacturing organization

inclusion in our work philosophy.

procedures, uses a set of
software integrated in all
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SS uses in its work process the concept of lean

stages of production, which

production, tightly integrating product

makes available to the

manufacturing, optimizing proper time and

market a library of furniture

minimizing material losses. These are rigorous

that can be adapted to the

processes applied such as product quality and

taste of the end consumer.

specific service and punctuality in meeting deadlines,

These are some highlighted

which contribute to the company's reputation in the

great aspects of the factory

market.

performance.
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Successfull brands
SS Móveis has two brands specialized in planned furniture,
operating in different market standards: OFFICINA Móveis
Planejados and VIVA Móveis Planejados. SS Móveis products also
provides an excellent option for retailers to invest in their own
brand.

OFFICINA is an exclusive furniture brand, with market
recognition and has an exclusive showroom in the city of João
Pessoa. The showroom offers a personalized service in the
execution of projects of high standard furniture.

officinamoveis
OfficinaMoveisPlanejados

Viva is a new brand in the market that offers a wide range of products and services in a
variety of configurations for residential (kitchens, bedrooms, living rooms) and
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corporate (living rooms, shops, offices) environments.
vivamoveisplanejados

vivasobmedidas

TENHA
ESSA MARCA NA SUA

EMPRESA
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Sophisticated and
modern environments.
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For the modern daily life, an updated line and bold in
pieces that allows the best use and organization of spaces,

Project by: Sarah Cavalcanti, for
Cor Paraíba 2018 exhibition

harmonizing environments with elegance and
functionality.
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Business Advantages

Product Advantages
1. MDF (BP) Duratex Thickness:

Logistics: lower freight cost and faster delivery

6 mm, 15mm and 25mm. Coated Double Sided.

ICMS (brazillian tax) difference between regions

$
:

$

2. All edges of the furniture are lined.(Fits).

5% in the Northeast, against

10% of southern products.
3. Solid wood baseborad with

Cost: From10% to

same final finish of the furniture.

15%cheaper than

southern products.

4. Telescopic slides, concealed and
metal drawers. Blum Hinges*

No royalties fee

Production time:

12 business days.

Ability to monitor orders
physically, directly in the
factory outbuildings.

*exception of slowmotion, straight corner and 180 degree corner doors

No franchise fee

5. Custom furniture at no additional charge
7. Doors with aluminum profiles are
produced in our factory, thus ensuring
the convenience to the shopkeeper to
receive them with the rest of the furniture order.

6. Custom Furniture
prevent reforms by providing
the following benefits:
6.1. Maintains factory finish;

6.2. Does not generate dirt in the customer environment;

Easier to send training team.

6.3. Reduces assembly time;
6.4. The customer does not pay for the waste.
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8. Less buffering resulting in:
8.1. Cheapest furniture;
8.2. More internal space;
8.3. Lighter furniture
(requires less wall resistance);
8.4. Reduction in assembly time.
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Upscale furniture

The company invests in new technologies and in the
quality of raw materials, in order to offer its

Project by: Amanda Cruz e Lívia
Assis, for Cor Paraíba 2018
exhibition

customers, a furniture that meets the essential
market requirements such as refinement, comfort
and functionality.
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Top Suppliers
SS Móveis works with products and accessories from major brands
in the market, such as Duratex, Blum, Rehau and Alternativa

DURATEX

PROMOB

Duratex offers MDF panels, being the largest producer of

Promob Software Solutions is a

industrialized wood panels and floors, earthenware and metal fittings in the

company headquartered in Caxias do Sul

Southern Hemisphere.

(RS), that is a reference in the country in

It is a leader in the Brazilian market along with Durafloor, Duratex,
Deca and Hydra brands.

the development of software for the
furniture sector. The company provides
solutions that integrate several areas of the
segment, from manufacturing to sales management.

BLUM

Promob products are currently used by over 12,000

Blum is a worldwide active company specializing in

furniture stores across the country and about 6,000

the manufacture of furniture fittings. The production facility

professionals in the areas of Joinery, Architecture and

in Brazil was founded in 1998, producing roller hinged and

Interior Design.

slide systems for the South American market. It is a supplier of
products in hinge systems for all fields of application (Blumotion, Clip,
Modul).

REHAU
The REHAU company is an edge tape supplier that is
present in 54 countries, with over 18,000 employees on five
continents. It offers a wide repertoire of textures and
varnishes, always considering nature as a model. Surface
finishes can be combined with all types of edge ribbons.

ALTERNATIVA
Alternativa produces furniture components such as
handles, profiles, sliding system, feet and accessories, in
aluminum and other noble metals. Aluminum profiles offer
practical solutions in multiple applications as they guarantee
lightness, strength and perfect finish for both indoor and
outdoor environments.
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Functional Solutions for
corporate environments

The furniture line for commercial and
corporate environments is arranged with
specific accessories and noble materials that
aim to give functionality, design and

Environment with a clean
design, enhancing the harmony
in the details of lighting and
glass, providing more amplitude
for the area.

innovation to the product, as well as facilitating
the organization of the workspace.
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Joinery course, offering job opportunities to the

Social and
Environmental
Responsibility

needy young people from a local community, with

Community Educational Training Center – CEFEC

the purpose of training professionals who can

Activities with young people at CEFEC

enter the job market, including being hired at SS

Planting in the Maria José dos Santos Pereira Grove

As a social responsibility, the company
maintains a partnership with the Community
Education Training Center - CEFEC, a non-profit
organization, whose main actions, together with
the Center, include the implementation of the

Joinery course class

Móveis.

Geographic
Advantages

All the wood used in the furniture
production is extracted from managed forests.
There is therefore no disorderly deforestation. The
environmentally friendly quality seal can be found

The company is located in the metropolitan area of
João Pessoa, which stands out as being the
northeastern capital that strategically has the shortest

on each material used by the company:
MDF (Medium Density Fiber) is made
from wood fibers (pine and eucalyptus) from
reforestation.

distance between all the capitals of the region. Thus

BP coating is a blade composed by the
providing favorable conditions regarding the aspect of
logistics, and adding a great economic
value to the Market.

fusion of cellulose and thermostable resins,
providing greater strength and durability to
furniture. It has antimicrobial treatment, providing
the absence of bacteria and fungi harmful to health
and the environment.
The accessories are manufactured by
environmentally sustainable companies, which
guarantees and proves all our environmental
responsibility.

The company reuses all surplus materials
while maintaining environmental care and
ecological awareness. Most of the waste is destined

Distances between João Pessoa and the northeastern capitals

to the joinery and handicraft courses offered by

factory
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São Luiz

1.660km

Recife

120km

Teresina

1.224km

Maceió

395km

Aracaju

486km

Salvador

949km

Fortaleza

688km

Natal

185km

factory

CEFEC. The smaller leftovers are crushed and
marketed along with the powder for a pottery.
In this pottery, these leftovers are used as
fuel to bake tiles and bricks
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SS Móveis is located in Greater João Pessoa and has a
modern industrial park.with a high standard production
system it´s prepared to meet high demands.

Request a visit from our representative
Comericial Relationship | Paulo Cavalcanti
+ 55 83 98731 7482 | +55 83 99328 4628
ssmoveiscomercial@gmail.com
S.S. Furniture Industry and Trade
Square B, lot 6, Projetada Street | Distrito Industrial de Marcos Moura
Santa Rita - Paraíba + 55 83 3232 1610
www.ssmoveis.com

